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July-Oct export receipts drop by 6.8pc

The country's export earnings declined by 6.82 per cent during the July-October period of the current fiscal year,

compared to the corresponding period of the last fiscal year (FY). The aggregate export earnings for the first four

months of FY 2019-20 stood at US$ 12.72 billion, which also fell short of the strategic target of nearly $14.33

billion, according to the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB) data. Earnings from the merchandise export during this

period were recorded at $13.65 billion. The export earnings for the month of October 2019 reached $3.07 billion,

registering a decline of 17 per cent, compared to the same month of 2018, the EPB data show. Such a drop in

export receipts during the July-October period resulted from the decline in the export value of readymade

garment (RMG) products, the country's top foreign currency earning sector, the EPB figures revealed. The overall

export earnings from RMG items -- both knitwear and woven garments -- fell by 6.67 per cent during the first four

months of the current fiscal year. The country's RMG sector fetched nearly $10.58 billion during July-October

period of FY 2019-20 as against $11.33 billion during the same period of FY '19.
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/july-oct-export-receipts-drop-by-68pc-

1572976652

Oct inflation cools despite onion woes

The point-to-point inflation in October last fell by 0.07 percentage points to 5.47 per cent, although the price of

onion jumped by nearly 110 per cent in the last one month, officials said Tuesday. The Bangladesh Bureau of

Statistics (BBS) data showed that the inflation dropped to 5.47 per cent in October last from 5.54 per cent in the

previous month. Planning Minister MA Mannan said on Tuesday inflation in the last month dropped as the prices

of fishes and some vegetables had fallen. He was talking to journalists after a meeting of the Executive Committee

of the National Economic Council (ECNEC) held in the city. When asked about the higher onion price and its

impact, he said although onion rose sharply, many vegetable items and fishes got cheaper last month, leading to a

downward trend of the Consumer Price Index. According to the BBS, the non-food inflation at the national level

fell to 5.45 per cent in October from 5.92 per cent in September.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/oct-inflation-cools-despite-onion-woes-

1572976701
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ODCs key barrier to signing of PTAs

Other duties and charges (ODCs) have emerged as one of the major barriers to signing of preferential trade

agreements (PTAs) between Bangladesh and several countries, officials have said. At present, Bangladesh is

holding talks with Nepal, Bhutan and Indonesia about signing of PTAs. ODCs are kind of duties or charges which

are levied on imported goods but not on locally produced goods, other than charges equivalent to internal taxes,

anti-dumping duties and countervailing duties as well as fees and charges for services rendered. ODCs are also a

source of revenue for the government and give protection to domestic production and therefore, like customs

duties, directly affect access to markets. A senior commerce ministry official told the FE on Monday that the

government is eager to sign several PTAs and free trade area (FTA) deals before Bangladesh graduates to a

developing country. 

USAID identifies six promising industries beyond RMG to diversify

An USAID study identified six promising industries beyond the readymade garments (RMG) to help Bangladesh

diversify its export basket to stimulate new streams of economic growth. The study named Comprehensive Private

Sector Assessment (PSA) identified agribusiness (food processing), healthcare, information and communications

technology and outsourcing, light engineering, pharmaceuticals, and tourism as the most promising industries

beyond the RMG for private sector engagement and investment. This was revealed on Tuesday as USAID launched

the report at American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh (AmCham) in Dhaka in presence of visiting USAID

deputy administrator Bonnie Glick and US deputy chief of mission in Dhaka JoAnne Wagner, a US Embassy press

release said. The US government through the US Agency for International Development or USAID conducted the

study in a show of bilateral support towards strengthening Bangladesh’s economy through diversification, said the

release. 
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ECNEC approves Tk 34.49b project

The government has approved a physical protection system project for ensuring security of the Rooppur Nuclear

Power Plant (NPP) at a cost of Tk 34.49 billion. Presided over by Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, a meeting of the

Executive Committee of the National Economic Council (ECNEC) endorsed the project on Tuesday along with five

others at a combine cost of Tk 44.48 billion. After the ECNEC meeting, Planning Minister M A Mannan told

journalists that the Physical Protection System (PPS) Project for Rooppur Nuclear Power Plant Project has been

taken for ensuring security of the plant. The Nuclear Security and Physical Protection Management Cell of the

Ministry of Science and Technology, and the Bangladesh Army will implement the project by March 2023. The

planning minister also said experts from the Bangladesh Army in cooperation with the experts concerned from

Russian Federation will supervise the protection system of Rooppur NPP.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/ecnec-approves-tk-3449b-project-1572977421

http://www.newagebd.net/article/89869/usaid-identifies-six-promising-industries-beyond-rmg-to-

diversify

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/odcs-key-barrier-to-signing-of-ptas-

1572977269
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/89859/bsec-imposes-3-year-lock-in-on-ring-shines-shares-held-

by-universe-knitting

খেলাপি প্রপিষ্ঠানকেই খের ঋণ পিকে জনিা ব্াাংে

ক োন ো ঋণনেলোপি প্রপিষ্ঠো ন   িু  ঋণ পিনি িোনে  ো ব্োাং । িনব েোষ্ট্রীয় মোপল ো োে জ িো ব্োাংন  ওই অপ য়ম ঘনেনে। এ কেনে সুপবধোন োগী প্রপিষ্ঠো 

বোাংলোনিশ পিপ  ও েোি্ পশল্প  েনিোনেশ  বো পবএসএফআইপস। ওই সাংস্থোে কিয়োেম্ো  জ িো ব্োাংন ে িপেিোল  থো োে সুবোনি প্র োব েোটিনয় ডোউ  কিনমন্ট েোড়োই

কেলোপি ঋণ িু ঃিফপসল এবাং  িু  ঋণ অ ুনমোিন ে ব্বস্থো  নেনে । এসব অপ য়নমে  োেনণ জ িো ব্োাংন ে  োনে ব্োে্ো িলব  নেনে ক ন্দ্রীয় ব্োাং । জো ো

কগনে, গি ২৫ কসনেম্বে জ িো ব্োাংন ে ির্ষি ববঠন  পবএসএফআইপসে ৭৮৯ ক োটি ৮২ লোে েো োে ঋণ িু ঃিফপসল ও ২৪৫ ক োটি ৫০ লোে েো োে  িু  ঋণ

প্রস্তোব ওনঠ। এই প্রস্তোব ববঠন ে এনজন্ডোয় পেল  ো। এনজন্ডো-বপি ভষ ি োনব এি বড় প্রস্তোব উত্থোিন ে পবনেোপধিো  নে  ববঠন  উিপস্থি এ োপধ  িপেিোল । যোিোই-

বোেোই কশনর্ িেবিী স োয় িো উত্থোিন ে অ ুনেোধ জো ো  িোেো। িো সনেও সে োনেে অপিপেক্ত সপিব িিমযষোিোে  মষ িষ ো পবএসএফআইপসে কিয়োেম্ো  অপজি কুমোে

িোনলে িোনি শিষ সোনিনে প্রপিষ্ঠো টিে অ ুকূনল সুপবধো কিওয়োে প্রস্তোব অ ুনমোি   েো িয়। আই  অ ুযোয়ী স্বোথষসাংপিষ্ট প্রপিষ্ঠোন ে প্রস্তোনব অপজি কুমোে িোনলে

প শু্চি থো োে  থো। বোাংলোনিশ ব্োাংন ে প নিষ শ ো অ ুযোয়ী ির্ষি ববঠন  কয ক োন ো প্রস্তোব আনগ কথন ই এনজন্ডো ুক্ত  নে অন্তি পি  পি  আনগ িপেিোল নিে

জো োনি িনব।

https://samakal.com/economics/article/19113326/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6

%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B7%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%95%E

0%A7%87%E0%A6%87-%E0%A6%AB%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%8B%E0%A6%A3-

%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9A%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-

Newly-listed companies would have a circuit breaker placed on their share prices from their debut trading session,

said Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission on Tuesday. The decision to impose circuit breakers on the

stock prices of debutant companies came from a meeting of the commission, led by its chairman M Khairul

Hossain, at its office in Dhaka, according to a BSEC press release. On the first trading session, a 50-per cent circuit

breaker would be imposed on the issue price of the debutant company’s shares. On the second trading session,

the circuit breaker of 50 per cent would be imposed on the reference price or first day’s closing price or on the

adjusted open price. Circuit breakers would be imposed at usual rates from the third trading session. ‘NRB

investors were entitled to get quota in initial public offering and other investors used to sell IPO shares on the very

first trading session, taking advantage of the high trading prices of IPO shares on the first trading session,’ the BSEC 

said.

BSEC imposes 3-year lock-in on Ring Shine’s shares held by Universe Knitting

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission on Tuesday extended the lock-in to three years on the shares

held by Universe Knitting in Ring Shine Textile Limited which was awaiting enlistment at the stock exchanges. Sung

Wey Min, managing director of Ring Shine Textile, is the chairman of Universe Knitting while around 2 crore

placement shares of Ring Shine were issued to Universe Knitting. As per the BSEC rules, shares of sponsors and

director of any IPO-seeking companies are subject to three year lock-in while the lock-in period on placement

shares is one year. The commission, however, extended the lock-in period on Ring Shine shares held by Universe

Knitting following observations from the Dhaka Stock Exchange and an online media report. ‘Although a media

report claimed that Sung’s share in Ring Shine Textile and his affiliation with the company was not specified in the

IPO prospectus of Ring Shine Textile, the information of Sung’s affiliation with Universe Knitting was incorporated

in the IPO prospectus,’ the BSEC press release said. 
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Circuit breaker on cos from debut trading: BSEC

http://www.newagebd.net/article/89863/circuit-breaker-on-cos-from-debut-trading-bsec
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Overproduction weighs on cement makers

Cement manufacturers are going through a very challenging time because of an unhealthy competition caused by

overproduction, market players said yesterday.  There are 37 active cement factories in Bangladesh with a

combined production capacity of 58 million tonnes per year against a demand of 33 million tonnes, meaning the

capacity exceeds the demand by about 43 percent. “The sector has run into trouble because of the unhealthy

competition among the manufacturers and excess production than the demand,” said Alamgir Kabir, managing

director of Crown Cement. He made the comments while talking to The Daily Star at a three-day conference styled

“Intercem Dhaka” organised by Intercem, a UK-based organisation, at Le Méridien Dhaka. Founded in 1985,

Intercem is the global leader in events devoted to market developments, production, trading, transportation and

handling of cement and related products. More than 300 delegates from 30 countries are attending the event.  

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/overproduction-weighs-cement-makers-1823797
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ROOPPUR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT: Tk 3,449cr project to ensure security

The government yesterday approved another project worth Tk 3,449 crore to enhance the security of the

country’s first nuclear power plant in Rooppur, which tends to be vulnerable to attacks. The project, which got the

approval in the meeting of the Executive Committee of the National Economic Council chaired by Prime Minister

Sheikh Hasina, will look to address Design Basis Threat (DBT) and beyond as well as cybersecurity. A DBT describes

the capabilities of potential insider and external adversaries who might attempt unauthorised removal of nuclear

and other radioactive material or sabotage.  The operator’s physical protection system is designed and evaluated

on the basis of the DBT. Potential external adversaries include terrorists and other criminals who might seek to use

nuclear or other radioactive material for malicious purposes, or to sabotage a facility.  Insiders are individuals with

authorised access to facilities, activities or sensitive information who could commit malicious acts or help external

adversaries to do so. The issue of cybersecurity is also critical.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/rooppur-nuclear-power-plant-tk-3449cr-project-

ensure-security-1823803
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backs-phase-one-trade-deal-1823770
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NBR to slap VAT on unprocessed tobacco

The National Board of Revenue (NBR) has decided to impose Value Added Tax (VAT) on unprocessed tobacco in a

bid to offset the recent decline in its revenue earning from the sector. The board has taken the decision in a

meeting recently, against the backdrop of a significant fall in revenue collection from tobacco sector in the current

fiscal year (FY), 2019-20. In July-August period, the Large Taxpayers Unit's (LTU) revenue collection from tobacco

sector dropped by Tk 8.50 billion or 32 per cent compared to that of the corresponding period last year, according

to the meeting minutes. However, in a surprise move the Board in the middle of the last month slashed the

supplementary duty (SD) rate by 5.0 per cent. Following the shortfall, the NBR, however, recently held the

meeting with its field-level VAT commissioners and representatives of various tobacco companies. In the meeting,

chaired by the NBR Chairman Md Mosharraf Hossain Bhuiyan, the board has taken some decisions to increase

revenue collection from tobacco sector.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/nbr-to-slap-vat-on-unprocessed-tobacco-

1572976502

Oil prices rise on positive economic data

Oil prices rose on Tuesday on positive economic data and hopes for a Washington-Beijing trade deal that will lead

to a de-escalation in tensions between the world’s top economies. Brent crude was up 66 cents, or 1 percent, at

$62.79 a barrel at 1016 GMT. US crude rose 48 cents, or 0.8 percent, to $57.02 a barrel. Oil has been supported by

hopes for a trade deal between the United States and China, the two biggest oil consumers, that could boost

demand. China is pushing US President Donald Trump to remove more tariffs imposed in September as part of a

“phase one” US-China trade deal. “If some of the existing tariffs were to be dismantled, that should restore some

measure of global demand for oil as economic and trade conditions recover,” said Han Tan, market analyst at

FXTM. Investors are also keeping an eye on US inventory data due later. US crude oil inventories were forecast to

have risen last week, while refined products stocks likely declined, a preliminary Reuters poll showed on Monday.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/global-business/news/oil-prices-rise-positive-economic-

data-1823758

China presses Trump for more tariff roll-backs in ‘phase one’ trade deal

China is pushing US President Donald Trump to remove more tariffs imposed in September as part of a “phase

one” US-China trade deal, people familiar with the negotiations said on Monday. The deal, which may be signed

this month by Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping at a yet-to-be determined location, is widely expected to

include a US pledge to scrap tariffs scheduled for Dec. 15 on about $156 billion (£121 billion) worth of Chinese

imports, including cell phones, laptop computers and toys. A US official said the fate of the Dec. 15 tariffs is being

considered as part of negotiations and a potential signing trip this month. Another source briefed on the talks said

Chinese negotiators want Washington to drop 15 percent tariffs on about $125 billion worth of Chinese goods that

went into effect on Sept. 1. They are also seeking relief from earlier 25 percent tariffs on about $250 billion of

imports from machinery and semiconductors to furniture.
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Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
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